Embassy of India
Beijing
Dated: 17 August, 2020
Repatriation of Indian Nationals and Eligible OCI Card Holders
Government of India is facilitating stranded Indian nationals abroad to return to India
under Vande Bharat Mission on compelling grounds in a phased manner. As part of this
process, Air India is planning to operate a flight from Shanghai to Delhi on 02
September, 2020 (Wednesday).
Passage on this flight would be made available on payment basis as per fares to be
decided by Air India. The journey would be subject to an undertaking to be provided by
individual passengers to abide by all protocols framed by the Government of India, which
include a mandatory institutional quarantine of 7 days on payment basis and home
quarantine of 7 days following arrival in Delhi.
Indian nationals and eligible OCI card holders, who wish to travel on this flight from
Shanghai to Delhi must register at the Embassy/Consulates as per jurisdiction by
furnishing following information: Name, Age, Gender, Passport Number, Profession,
Domicile State in India, Compelling reason for repatriation, Address in India and Mobile
Phone numbers, both Chinese and Indian. For any information/assistance, the Embassy
in Beijing and CGI offices in Shanghai and Guangzhou may be contacted by email at their
respective email IDs.
Government of India has also decided to facilitate persons who are stranded in India
and desirous to travel abroad urgently for various purposes. Indian citizen desirous to
travel back to mainland China via special flights for mainland China due to various
reasons, may like to convey their willingness to Embassy’s email id
(helpdesk.beijing@mea.gov.in) along with (i) name as in the passport, (ii) passport
number, (iii) type of passport, (iv) gender, (v) occupation, (vi) contact number (both in India
and China), (vii) email ID, (viii) reason for travel, (ix) final destination in China, (x)
family/single traveler, (xi) PU invitation letter number, (xii) PU invitation letter received from
which FAO, and (xiiii) PU letter addressed to which Embassy/Consulate of China in India
**********

